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If one asks the man in the street (or even the average reader of 
Word Ways) for a listing of letters by frequency of occurrence, he is 
likely to come up with the linotyper' s nonsense- phrase ETAOIN SHRD­
LU. More serious students of letter-frequencies, such as solvers of 
monoalphabetic substitution ciphers, are likely to point out in addition 
that the frequencies of certain letters are so nearly alike (for example, 
A and 0, or Nand R) that the ordering depends upon the sample of let­
ters tabulated. Although most people will readily understand that the 
listing is based on a sample of letter s .from some larger population, 
few will include a careful specification of this sample and population as 
part of their answer. It is the purpose of this article to show how im­
portant such a specification can be; we exhibit a number of startlingly­
different letter-orderings corresponding to different populations. 
The standard letter-ordering is based on a random sample of letters 
taken from English literary (not military telegraphic) text. It is clear­
ly impossible to gather all English text together in one place and use a 
random-number table to select letters from it; therefore, frequency­
compilers ordinarily select a 11 typical ll literary passage of several 
thou s and Ie tte r s a s their sample. Thi s Ie ad s to potential va ria ti on in 
the frequency of individual letters. The three tables given on the next 
page are taken from Fletcher Pratt' s Secret and Urgent, M. E. Oha­
ver I s Cryptogram Solving, and Helen Gaine s I Cryptanalysis, re specti­
vely. The Gaines sample is 10.000 lette rs; the Ohaver sample I al­
though not specified, is probably the same; the Pratt sample is not giv­
en. The observed differences in the relative frequencies between Oha­
ve rand Gaine scan be sati s fac to r ily explaine d by sampli ng flu c tuati on s ; 
there is no evidence that the two texts are samples from different pop­
ulations of letter-frequencies. 
Are letter-frequencies altered by counting each word once (as in a 
dictionary) instead of the number of times actually used? Is the over­
representation of the letter H in the word THE (which occurs one out of 
every 14 words, on the average) balanced out by underrepresentation 
elsewhere? What about the letter F in the word OF (the second most 
common word in English)? Some light is shed on this question by tab­
ulating the relative frequencies of the letters in the 500 commonest 
English words, as found by Kucera and Francis' Computational Analy­
sis of Present-Day American English, a sample of one million words 
published in the United States during 1961. (These 500 words account 
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for more than 62 per cent of the sampled million words. ) The match frequencies 
between the common word list and Gaines- pratt- Ohaver is surprising- the use of c 
ly good, with rna st of the variation again explainable by sampling fluc­ words sam: 
tuations; however, it is likely that the common word list slightly un­ columns be 
derrepresents T. F and I and overrepresents K, G, Land M. pared with 
marize the 
However, a substantially different picture of letter frequencies these are d 
emerge 5 if we consider another dictionary list of words - ­ the 349 Word List 
words of 20 letters or more in Webster 15 Second Edition. Ralph Bea­ nica! clictic 
man tabulated the relative letter-frequencies in these words in the other that i 
February 1974 Word Ways; his table is reproduced (in rearranged quencies e: 
form) below. E is now supplanted by 0; the letters I, e and P have letter frequ 
also risen substantially in importance, while D. K, W, F and V have example, I 
lost ground. (In fact, there is no word of 20 letters or more in Web­ butV,Q,: 
s te r 1 s Se c and containing the Ie tter W.) time as an 
letter. UI 
The homogeneity of words can be explored by considering the 1etter­ .063 to . DC 
Text Text Text Dictionary Dictionary Text 
Pratt Ohaver Gaines Common Long Words Initial 
E • 1311 E .1251 E . 1231 E . 133 0 . 119 T · 18] 
T .1047 T .0950 T .0959 T .080 E .087 A · 124 
A .0815 A .0806 A .0805 A .074 I .085 0 .07] 
0 .0800 0 .0800 0 .0794 0 .083 T .080 S · 06~ 
N .0710 N .0712 N .0719 N .068 A .078 w · 06~ 
R .0683 I .0685 I .0718 R .064 R .066 I .05< 
I .0635 S .0620 S .0659 s .060 L .062 H .04t 
S .0610 R .0611 R .0603 I .058 e .062 C · 04~ 
H .0526 H .0599 H .0514 L .052 N . ObI B · 04~ 
D .0379 D .0409 L .0403 H .045 H .055 F · 04~ 
L .0339 L .0368 D .0363 D .035 S .052 P .04] 
F .0292 F .0279 e .0320 M .033 P .048 M .03( 
e .0276 U .0277 U .0310 U .032 M .030 R .03: 
M .0254 e .0275 F .0228 C .031 Y .030 E .021 
U .0246 M .0237 F .0228 G .024 U .021 L .02; 
G .0199 W .0206 M .0225 w .023 G .020 N .02: 
y 
.0198 P .0197 W .0203 y .022 D .020 D .02' 
P .0198 G .0180 Y .0188 F .020 B .010 U .01­
W .0154 Y .0170 B .0162 P .019 Z .004 G .OL 
B .0144 B .0149 G .0161 B .016 V .003 Y .00: 
y 
.0092 V .0097 V .0093 V .013 F .002 J .00' 
K .0042 K .0068 K .0052 K .009 X .002 V .00­
X .0017 X .0021 Q .0020 X .002 J .001 Q .00: 
J .0013 J .0017 X .0020 J .002 Q .000 K .00: 
Q 
.0012 Q .0009 J .0010 Q .001 K .000 X .001 
Z .0008 Z .0007 Z .0009 z .000 W .000 Z .001 
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frequencies of initial letter s and terminal letter s; not too surprisingly, 
the use of a letter is strongly affected by its position in the word. For 
wor ds sampled a s they appear in Engli sh language text, the fir st two 
columns below summarize table s given in Pratt; the se should be com­
pared with Pratt earlier frequency list. The next two columns sum­
'
s 
marize the analogous letter-frequencies for a dictionary list of words; 
these are derived [rom the Air Force Normal and Reverse English 
Word List (most of Webster ' s Second, plus a nUTnber of smaller tech­
nical dictionaries). These four lists differ so markedly [roTTI each 
other that it is difficult to describe them concisely. Text letter-fre­
quencie s exhibit greater extreme s than dictionary one s, and terminal 
lette r frequencie s exhibit greater extreme s than initial lette r one s; for 
example, E appears nearly one-quarter of the time as a final text letter, 
but V. Q, J and Z almost never do. Note that Y appears. 003 of the 
time as an initial letter in the dictionary. but soars to . 1·11 as a final 
letter. U has an equally dramatic shift in the opposite direction, from 
.063 to .OOZ. 
Text Text Dictionary Dictionary Web II 
Initial Final Initial Final Pages 
T .181 E .223 P .107 E .183 S . 124 
A .124 S .137 S . 104 S .120 C .098 
o .071 D . III C .086 Y • III P .093 
S .069 T .098 A .076 N .084 A .066 
W .063 N .068 U .063 A .067 T .064 
I .059 Y .066 M .056 D .Ob3 E .058 
H .048 F .049 T .055 L .062 M .050 
C .047 R .048 D .046 R .061 D .049 
B .042 o .041 B .045 T .057 R .048 
F .042 H .034 H .042 M .041 F .040 
P .041 G .025 E .039 G .025 H .037 
M .039 A .025 R .039 H .018 W .033 
R .031 L .025 I .037 C .014 E .033 
E .028 M .020 o .033 K .010 G .032 
L .022 K .009 G .030 I .009 L .032 
N .022 P .006 N .028 o .069 I .030 
D .021 C .004 F .028 P .008 o .024 
U .014 W .004 L .028 X .004 U .019 
G .012 U .002 W .015 F .003 N .018 
Y .008 X .001 V .015 W .003 V .017 
J .007 I .001 K .010 U • 002 J .009 
V .004 B .001 J .006 B .002 K .009 
Q .002 V .00 I Q .005 Z .001 Q .006 
K .002 Q .000 Z .004 V .000 Y .004 
X .000 J .000 Y .003 J ,DOD Z .003 
Z .000 Z .000 X .002 Q .000 X .001 
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The initial letter-frequencies from the dictionary list are not ne­
cessarily proportional to the number of pages devoted to each letter in 
a dictionary; the latter does not weight words equally 1 but according to 
the lengths of their definitions. The final column on the preceding page 
lists the number of pages used in Webster ' s Second Edition; note the 
precipitous drop of U from. 063 to .019, undoubtedly caused by the 
compressed listing of many UN- words below the line; N is affected by 
NON- to a much lesser degree. On the other hand, words beginning 
with F and W seem to need longer definitions on the average than those 
beginni ng with other letter s. 
Can one examine the letter-frequencies of word lists other than 
those in dictionaries? In 1964 the Social Security Administration pub­
lished various statistics on the surnames of the 165,987.000 individuals 
who had been issued Social Security cards-since the inception of the 
program a quarter-century earlier. Among their tables was a break­
down of the numbe r of card- holder s by the initial lette r of the i r sur-
People Surnames Morris Theoretical 
Initial Initial County Frequencies 
S .102 s .100 E .103 .106, .141, .20 
M .094 B .072 A .088 . 110 
B .093 K .066 R .086 .090 
H .074 M .065 N . 081 .076 
C .073 D .059 o .073 .065 
w .062 P .056 L .067 .058 
R .053 C .056 I .065 .052 
G .051 G .053 S .062 .047 
P .049 L .051 T .045 .043 
D .048 H .045 C .038 .039 
L .047 T .045 H .036 .035 
K .039 R .045 M .035 .032 
F .036 A .043 D .032 .029 
T .035 F .033 K .027 .026 
A .031 W .032 G .025 .024 
J .029 v .027 B .025 .021 
E .019 N .026 U .024 .01 9 
N .018 o .025 Y .018 .016 
o .014 E .024 P .017 .014 
V .013 Z 0023 W .016 .011 
Y .006 J .019 F .014 .009 
Z .006 Y .013 V .009 .007 
I .004 I .011 Z .007 .005 
U .OOZ U .009 J .004 .0035 
Q .OOZ Q .003 X .001 .0023 
X .000 X .001 Q .001 .00015, .0011, .0034 
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name, as well as a breakdown of the number of different surnames by 
initial letter. These two tables, analogous to the first and third col­
unms on text and dictionary initials two pages earlier, are summarized 
inl'the first two columns on the preceding page. There seems to be lit­
tle resemblance between the letter-frequencies of the initial letters of 
words taken from text with the initial letters of surnames weighted by 
usage; s imilarl y, the re seems to be little re semblance between the i ni­
tial letters of words from the dictionary and surnames from. a list. 
To round out the picture, we drew a .sample of about 1350 surnames 
from the 1974 Morris County (N. J.) telephone directory; this is anal­
ogous to the Pratt-Ohaver-Gaines text letter-frequencies discussed at 
the beginning of this arti c1e. While the se Ii sts cor relate fai rl y well, 
there are numerous shifts of emphasis: surnames are somewhat more 
likely than text to contain letters such as B, L, K and Z, and less like­
ly to contain letters such as T, H, E and F. 
The reader may have noticed that the numerical frequencie s of the 
various tables are fairly similar even though the letters corresponding 
to the s~e frequencie s change; for example, the frequency of the common­
est letter ranges from. 103 to .223, and the rarest from .000 to .002. 
Is it possible that there is some random mechanism governing the se­
lection 0 f diffe rent lette r s? Can the s e frequencie s be fitted by a math­
ematical curve, much as the heights of a large group of people can be 
fitted by the Cau s sian (bell- shaped) probability distribution? 
Visualize a line of unit length wrapped around the circumference of 
a circle. Plot a set of 26 random numbers, each drawn independently 
from a uniform probability distribution, on this curve, and calculate the 
26 differences (1. e. , distances) between pairs of adjacent points. Fin­
ally, arrange these differences (which sum to one) in order from larg­
est to smallest. The largest difference (heading the list) will vary in 
size, according to the luck of the draw for the 26 original random num­
bel's; it is possible to describe this variability by means of a probability 
distribution function. Similar probability distribution functions can, in 
principle, be derived for the second, third, etc. lar gest differences, 
but the mathematics becomes much more difficult until the smallest dif­
ference (at the foot of the list) is reached. (Those who wish to pursue 
the mathematics in more detail should read C. Domb ' s "The Problem of 
Random Intervals on a Line" on pp. 329-341 of the 1947 Proceedings of 
the Cambridge Philosophical Society.) The column at the right in the ta­
ble on the preceding page gives the median value, flanked by the tenth 
and ninetieth percentiles, corresponding to the largest and smallest dif­
ferences; the intermediate difference s have medians filled in by a 
sampling-experiment and are only approximate. It is interesting to 
compare the actual letter-frequencies of the earlier columns with these 
theoretical frequencies; in many cases the match is very good, Per­
haps linguists will be able to formulate explanations why this mathema­
tical model seems to mirror reality so well. 
